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mIODAlmUH for the Deputy Administrator 

. Proms Assistant Administrator for Program Plana·8Dd ADal,.l • 

Subject: Lunar Mappins and Survey System (IMSS) 

Several year. ago, the tMSS was introduced into the Apollo prosram 
as a speeial payload module to provide an independent eapabtl1~for 
certification of manned lunar landing sites in the event that the 
Lunar Orbiter ,project wss not successful in acquiring necessary data. : 
The IlmS 1s a 8pacecraft approximately 18' long and Sf 1n dlameter. 
with a dockias adapter. that would be n replacement module for the 
Lunar Module for manned circumlunar flight operations. ·!bo actual 
payload withln the module is being procured through the USAF. rive 
flight systems are under procurement with .ystema integration re
sponsibility being handled by the Lockheed Aircraft CorporatiOD. 
The first pa7load will be delivered in the near future and the 
resaaining 4 within the next year. Througb FY 1967 funds, $33 m111iOQ 
will have been obligated. Present plllns called for additional obli
gations of $13 DdllioD in FY 1963 and $13 million in PY·1969 !uD4 •• 

. The fun4iils 80urce 18 the Apollo program. but current mariasemat 1a 
by the AAP office. 

. , 
In contrast to the back-up assumptions at the time of the introductloa 
of tho U~S into the Apollo program, the Luna~ Orbiter p~Ject baa 
bad outstanding Dd8.ion success through the four fl1gbts to·date. 
the project haa enabled U8 to examine 22 potential Apollo manned 
lunar landing sites. from which S bave .been chosen for 81 te certi
fication. Four of the 8 81 tea have been cert'tfled to the present 
Apollo requirements level. The remaining 4 sites have. been pa1."tially 
certified but it is planned to obt4in additional convergent .tereo 
data (4 to 8 frames per site) in the forthcoming Lunar Orbiter V . 
mission, scheduled for August of this·year, in order to complete the 
certification of the sites. The Lunar Orbiter V mt8s1on will. ·1f 
8ucce8sfUl. examine 42 additional locations on the front alde of che 
moon that hove been determined to have potential unusual 8c1entifiC . 
1Ate~e.t8. Of the 42, 18 have been tentatively .elect.~ •• potencial 
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landing 8itea for the extended lunar exploratiOD ph... of the Apollo 
Applications Program. These 18 sites will be cove~ed b1 atereo 
photogrnphy at 2 meters res~lutlon (as compared with the current 1 
mater resolution Apollo certification r~qulrement.). We.terly 
oblique approach photographs of these aite. will DOt be obCalae. 
from the Orblt.~ V mt •• Lon, however. 

!be current 8UCC... of the Lunar Orbiter project and the 4atapo.a'- . 
. bil1tiea from the forthcoming Orbiter V mission have le4 to a zeceat 
aearch1ns reexamination of the requirements fo~ and ro18 of the tMS8 
In 0\11: lunar exploration program with the fol10W1ns nsulta. 

Current Lunar Exploration.Plans 

At the present time. our program plana for lunar exploratiOll may .. 
summarized as follows: 

(a) The basiC Lunar Orbiter proje~t will be completed 
with the August 1967 flight of the fifth epacecraft. 
If successful, this project will have provided ue 
with essentially complete photo coverage of the front 
and back 8ides· of the moon; we will have certified 
8 high-confidence Apollo manned lunar landina aitea, 
we will have 8urveyed 18 additional potential AAP. 
manned lunar landing sites, though not to the Apollo 
certification requirement level; we will bave medlua 
resolution pbotography of 24 other .cientlfi~~11y 
interestiug pointe on the front side of the moOR. 

(b) The Surveyor project will have its next mission 
launched in July 1967. The 14St '3 Surveyor space
craft are scheduled to be launched through January 
1968. Thie will terminate the Surveyor project. 

(c) Current planning forecasts the launch of up to 11 . 
Saturn V-Apollo missions thrOugh calendar year 1969 
(lncluding 2 unmanned test ~s81on8). If this schedule 
can be achieved there will be ahiSh probability.that 
a manned lunar landing con be accomplished within thi. 
time period. thereby terminating the Apollo-MLL pha.e 
of the manned flight program. ~le will have frOlll 4 to 8 
certified landing sites aval1ableas targets for thi. 
ultimate mislion, depending on the .ucce8S of the Lunar 
Orbiter V missiOn. 
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(d) Assum1ng success in the MLL program by the 
Saturn V-51l mission, the Apollo Applications' 
Program recommended by O}WF and now under review. 
includes a first lunar orbital I1mS mission on 
Satura V.S12 1n calendar year 1970, a ~.peat luna~ 
landing of a single lnDnnod Lunar Module In 1970. 
the firat extended manned lunar Ddasion in mld.1971 
using a companion unmanned launch to provide a 
abelter/taxi c4pability, and subsequent manned lUD.X
exploration missions of a similar nature 1n 1972 
and 1973. 

Scientific Needs in Lunar Exploration 

3 

The wealth of data being obtained from the Lunar Orbiter project 
appears to be sufficient to meet the current requirements of tho 
scientific community far photographic coverage of the lunar 8urfece. 
At the present t~e. future requirements for data from lunar orbit 

, appear to be concentrated on the acquisition of aelenodic fisurins 
of the moon (through long-term perturbation meaaut."ementa of lunar 
satellite.) and the acquisition of gamma-ray data to contribute to aD 
understanding of the radioactivity of the moon. The principal ,fOCU8 , 
of the 8cientific community interests, however,i. ontbe acqul.1tloo 
of data from the lunar surface utll1tlns the enhanced capabilities foe 
observation and discrimination afforded by manned landing_. From. 
first-order cost effectiveness viewpoint. the scientific communit,y ~ 
appears unwilling at this time to place a high priority on data that 
'would require manned lunar orbital operations a8 contrasted with 
manned lunar surface operations. 

, 
Site Certification Needs for the Apollo Application. Program 

As of today, we cannot forecast whether the present Apollo requirements 
for a landing site certification will have to be tightened or mtght 
be relaxed for subsequent manned lunar ~andlDgsj it i8 unlik~ly that 
we will be tn 4 po.ition to make such an Asse8sment'until after the 
Apollo.MLL initial landing. Furthermore, until we have initially 
accomplisbed the manned lunar landing objective, we will not be 1n a 
position to a8seS8 the feasibility a~ desirability of attempting , 
landings over more rugged terrain orlnto regioDs with smaller accept. 
able landing footprints. Although forecasts cannot be made with any • 
degree of certainty, there exists a high probability that we may fl~ 
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it desirable or necessary to accomplish several landings in the 
relatively smooth terrain included in our present 8 MLL landing 
sites before we embark for sites that might be scientifically more 
interesting but with potentially greater landing hazards. 

Alternative 1)( .. :1.10n Possibilities 
.' • 

The lack of hard current scientific data requirements from lunar 
orbit that might require an LMSS make the decision to proceed with 

'the project dependent upon AAP'landing site certification require
ments. If the forthcoming Lunar Orbiter V mission is successful 
we will have in hand preliminary site surveys for 18 potential AAP 
landing sites. Insofar as complete site certification is concerned, 
we will then have three possibilities: 

(1) 'We could continue with the development of the 
LMSS, planning for an orbital Ddssion in 
CY 1970 and in subsequent years as necessary 
to obtain site certification data. In. addition 
to the remaining costs for development ,and pro- , 
curement of the system ($31 million), this . " 

course would commit NASA to a mission cost of 
about $300 million for each manned lunar orbital 
flight, and an uncertain additional cost' for 
maintaining system readiness,for.a number of 
years prior to usage. 

(2) OSSA h~s detennined that a sixth Lunar Or~iter 
could be assembled from spares in the Orb~ter 
project and could be launched in no more than a 
year's time at a total cost.of about·$16 million, 
in~luding launch vehicle procurement. Such a 
spacecraft could provide all the photographic data 
required to meet current Apollo level site certifi
cations for from 10 to 13 AAP sites, if sucn sites 
can be culled from the ~orthcoming Orbiter V surveys. 
By following this path, t.,e could have early site 
certification data to Apollo standards .for up to 21 
potential manned lunar landing sites. 

(3) We could firm our 'intennediate plans on tbe 
assumption that it would be at least 1972 
(second ·AAP shelter/taxi ~ssion) before we 
would contemplate landing at other than the 
relatively smooth Apollo sites. On this basls, 
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we could plan on awaiting the outcome of the 
initial MLL touchdown mission before deciding on 
the need and requirements for further site certi
fication photography. This course of action would 
permit U8 to suspend all current activity aimed at 
the acquisition of additional site data (beyond 
Orbiter V), including cancellation of the LMSS and 
termination of the·Orbiter projects. 

. ADA/Shapley 
M/Mueller 
S/Newell 
X/Biggs 
XP/Jenkins 
XC/Freibaum 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON 25. D.C. 

' •...... 
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O,ncll 0' THI ADMINISTRATOR 

- .. :, 

MEMORANDUM Por: M/A.aoe1ate Administrator for Manned Space Fl1sht ,: 

From: 

S/Associate Administrator for Space Science 
and Applications 

. ~ 

·Deputy AdDdnistrator 

Subject: Lunar Mapping and Survey System (LMSS) 

Reference: Memo to AD fm P, subject as above, dtd 6/19/67 

We have had a series of discussions on the requirements for the 
LMSS, the results of which are summarized in the referenced 
memorandum from the Office of Program Plans and Analysis • 

I have concluded that our program requirements as currently fore
seen, including the uncertainties inherent in such planning,·do· 
not warrant the continuation of the LMSS system in the NASA program. 
I therefore direct that the contracts covering this system be 
terminated at once, and that appropriate revisions to the Apollo 
Project Approval Document be prepared reflecting this decision" 

I have further concluded that we should await the results' from 
the fo~thcoming Lunar Orbiter V mission before we make any decisiOns 
regarding further additional certification for AAP sites. We should, 
however, make defi~te plans to evaluate the results of that flight· 
as soon as possible to determine whether we need to add a sixth Orbiter 
for AAP site certification purposes, whether it would be prudent and 
desirable to add a seventh Orbiter for back-up, and whether·such plana 
should, if adopted,'be included in the FY 1969 budget request or 
considered for FY.1968 initiation using'ntonies.'recovered from the 

----." termination of the LHSS project. Such plans will', of c,ourse, be 
strongly influenced by Congressional actions ~ our lY·1968. budge~. 
request. . 

LUnsigneg/ 

Robert C. Seamans, Jr • 
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